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Dream Weddings







"Hi, I'm Ginny"
I am lucky enough to live on Lake Garda and to have


been helping couples get married here in Italy for over
10 years. I will accompany you from the choosing of


your location for the ceremony and reception to your
first dance. We'll make every step together, agreeing
who, what, when and how via e-mails and video calls
as well as any visits here to Italy you are able to make.


 
I love my job and I love helping people and making


them happy so ensuring your wedding day the 
HAPPIEST OF DAYS is my dream. 


 
The weddings I have planned range from the most
intimate of two people to much larger and more


complex events. And I don't have a preference, Every
dream is different, as is every budget, so 


every wedding is unique and special.
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Location, Location, Location !


There are so many incredibly beautiful locations to choose from. 
Make a list of what you want from your location, how many guests and an idea of your


budget and I will send you some suggestions







Your Ceremony


Choose


Your


Style


Guests are an important part of the
ceremony and its lovely tohave


them surrounding you.


Your location, it willbe a deciding
factor on where you can hold your


cermeony


Your wedding to reflect your
personalize and the atmosphere
you want to create for the day







Flowers &
Decor


So much choice !


After the choice of venue I think
this is the thing brides and I


spend the most time discussing.
There is so much choice but


there's a balance to be found
between what you want to have
and what the budget allows for.
I have another presentation to
help understand possibilities


and costs.







In most cases the choice of music that you want
will dictate what sort of musician you choose for
the ceremony ie classical music works well on a
violin but something more modern might work
better with a singer. Once you have an idea of


what sort of music/musician you want there are 
 


5 obvious points for music :
BRIDAL ENTRANCE


BEFORE YOUR VOWS
EXCHANGE OF RINGS


SIGNING OF THE REGISTER
EXIT OF THE HAPPY COUPLE


Ceremony 
Music







Photography is very personal and there
are such different styles. You need to
give this some thought. Consider also


that it's not only the style that's
important but the rapport you will have
with the photographer/videographer.


Once your location is booked I'll be able
to give you some names to consider for


this important job. 


Photography & video







Hair &
Make-up


When you spend the whole day with
every looking at you it's important that
you feel confident and comfortable.
You want to know that your hair will
hold and your make-up won't slip


during the heat of the day.
I have a number of different contacts


for these depending on what's
important to you.







Arriving in Style
Depending on your choice of
venue this could mean a car,
horse & carriage , Tuk Tuk or


boat.







Entertainment
There are so many additional touches that you can add to your


wedding to give it more facets and to keep your guests entertained. 
A few to consider are :


 
Caricatures - a keep sake for guests to take home


Photobooths also provide a great souvenir
Magicians suit all ages


Fireworks to start the party with a bang







Party Time !
It's great to let
loose with your


guests and dance
like no one is


watching. Your
music choice


might mean you
want the


atmosphere of a
live band or the


versatility of a DJ.







Wedding Cake
Traditionally the Italians used to
have only single layer cakes, as
the requests changed they went


quite the other way with show
stoppers like these.







How we get
started


Lets have a call / video call
Easily the fastest way to move forward is for
us to have a chat either by phone or video
call. There's no obligation on your part but


it's certainly the best way for me to
understand what you are looking for and for


you to understand what I can do for you.
00393492208264


ginny@weddingsatlakegarda.com
It helps me to know


° What style of wedding you want
° How many guests you think you will have


° When you'd like to get married, year month
and if you know a specific date


° Budget, more or less what you hope to spend


Or by e-mail


Follow me
Weddings at Lake Garda
@weddings_at_lake_garda
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